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ABSTRACT

This paper describes design procedures, based on spectral factor-
ization, for the design of pairs of dyadic wavelet bases where the
two wavelets form a Hilbert transform pair. Both orthogonal and
biorthogonal FIR solutions are presented, as well as IIR solutions.
In each case, the solution depends on an all-pass filter having a flat
delay response. The design procedure allows for an arbitrary num-
ber of zero wavelet moments to be specified. A Matlab program
for the procedure is given, and examples are also given to illustrate
the results.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes design procedures, based on spectral factor-
ization, for the design of pairs of dyadic wavelet bases where the
two wavelets form a Hilbert transform pair. Several authors have
advocated the simultaneous use of two wavelet transforms where
the wavelets are so related. For example, Abry and Flandrin sug-
gested using a Hilbert pair of wavelets for transient detection [2]
and turbulence analysis [1]. Ozturk, Kucur, and Atkin suggested it
for waveform encoding [13]. They are also useful for implement-
ing complex and directional wavelet transforms. Freeman and Adel-
son employ the Hilbert transform in the development of steerable
filters [5, 19]. Kingsbury’s complex dual-tree DWT [8, 9] is based
on Hilbert pairs of wavelets. The steerable pyramid and the dual-
tree DWT have numerous benefits including improved denoising
capability, they are both directional and nearly shift-invariant. Also
of related interest is the paper by Beylkin and Torrésani [3].

One could start with a known wavelet and then take its Hilbert
transform to obtain the second wavelet, however in that case the
second wavelet would not be of finite support. One could design a
finitely supported wavelet to approximate the infinitely supported
Hilbert transform, but in this paper we design both wavelets to-
gether.

Using the infinite product formula, it was shown in [17] that
for two orthogonal wavelets to form a Hilbert transform pair, the
scaling filters should be offset by a half sample. In [17] a design
problem was formulated for the minimal length scaling filters such
that (i) the wavelets each have a specified number of zero moments
(
�

), and (ii) the half-sample delay approximation is flat at �����
with specified degree ( � ). However, this formulation leads to non-
linear design equations, and the examples in [17] had to be obtained
using Gröbner bases. In this paper we describe a design procedure
based on spectral factorization. It results in filters similar to those
of [17], however the design algorithm is much simpler.
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1.1. Preliminaries

Let the filters �	��
��� , ����
��� represent a CQF pair [21]. That is,� � � � 
����� � 
��������������
 �����"!$# ������%�'&����(
and ����
���)�*
,+ # � � �-��
/."+0��� where . is an odd integer. Equiv-
alently, in terms of the 1 -transform, we have2 ��
 34� 2 ��
 #65 34��� 2 �7
,+034� 2 ��
,+ #65 34���8�
and 2 � 
 34�)�9
,+034�;:=< 2 � 
,+ #�5 34�;>
Let the filters ?���
��� , ?��@
�A� represent a second CQF pair. In this pa-
per we assume �-BC
��� , ?7BD
��� are real-valued filters. It is convenient
to write the CQF condition in terms of the autocorrelation func-
tions, defined asE=F 
���HG � ��I �	�7
 �	���-�7
 �J+'�A�)���-�7
����KL�	��
,+M���E-N 
���HG � ��I ?��7
 ���4?���
 �O+P���Q��?���
���AKQ?���
,+M���;(
or equivalently as R F 
 34�HG � 2 ��
 34� 2 �7
 #�5 37�;(R N 
 34�HG �TS � 
 34��S � 
 #�5 34�;>
Then �-�7
��� and ?7�7
��� satisfy the CQF conditions if and only ifE=F 
��� and E-N 
��� are halfband filters:E=F 
����� !U# �V����W�V�8XY�Z([X]\�(6>@>@>
and similarly for E N 
�A� . This can be written more compactly asE=F 
/�^���)�_��
��� and E N 
/�^��������
���;> (1)

The dilation and wavelet equations give the scaling and wavelet
functions, ` F 
baC���dc � � � �-�7
��� ` F 
/��a�+'���e F 
baC��� c � � � ����
��� ` F 
/��a�+'���;>
The scaling function

` N 
baC� and wavelet
e N 
baD� are defined similarly,

but with filters ?���
��� and ?��6
��� .
Notation: The 1 -transform of ��
�A� is denoted by

2 
 34� . The
discrete-time Fourier transform of �A
��� will be denoted by

2 
f�g� ,
although it is an abuse of notation. The Fourier transform of

e 
baC�
is denoted by hO
f�g����i�j e 
baD�Ck .



1.2. Hilbert
l

Transform Pairs

In [17], it was shown that if
2 � 
f�g� and S � 
f�g� are lowpass CQF

filters with Sm�7
f�g�)� 2 ��
f�g�=n :4o�p q for r �]rZs�t)( (2)

then the corresponding wavelets are a Hilbert transform pair,e N 
baD���8uvj e F 
baC�Ck4>
That is, h N 
f�L�)� ! +Qwxh F 
f�g�;( �zy��wxh F 
f�g�;( �zs��Z>
Equivalently, the digital filter ? � 
��� is a half-sample delayed ver-
sion of �	�7
�A� , ?���
���)���-�7
�{+ #�5 ���;>
As a half-sample delay can not be implemented with an FIR filter
(not even a rational IIR filter can be exact), it is necessary to make
an approximation.

1.3. Flat-delay All-pass Filter

The design procedure presented in this paper depends on the design
of an all-pass filter with approximately constant fractional group
delay. Several authors have addressed the design of all-pass sys-
tems that approximate a fractional delay [10, 11, 15]. The follow-
ing formula for the maximally flat delay all-pass filter is adapted
from Thiran’s formula for the maximally flat delay all-pole filter
[22]. The maximally flat approximation to a delay of | samples is
given by } 
 34�)� 3 :=~�� 
 #�5 37�� 
 34�
where � 
 37��� # � ~��7� �7� 
����3 : �
with

� 
�����9
,+ # � ��� � ��� 
|O+��Q� �
|�� # � � (3)

where 
�=� � represents the rising factorial,
�=� � G �"
�=��
�x� # �]�@�@��
�J���v+ # �� �;� �� terms

>
With this � 
 34� we have the approximation

} 
 34����3 :�� around 3�� #
or equivalently,

} 
f�g���8n :4o[��� around ���8��>

The coefficients � 
��� in (3) can be computed very efficiently using
the following ratio.� 
��� # �� 
��� �9+�� ~��� �/�� ~ � � � 
|O+��Q� �7� �
|�+��Q� � � 
|x� # � �
|�� # � �7� �� 
 �P+�����
 �'+'�v+'|��
��� # ��
��� # ��|��
From this ratio, it follows that the filter � 
�A� can be generated as
follows.� 
 ����� #� 
��� # �Q� � 
����� 
 �'+'����
 ��+'�v+'|-�
��� # ��
��� # ��|�� (��J���'�z�'+ # >
This can be implemented in Matlab with only two commands.�8�z �¡/¢�£�¤-¥¦ �_§�¨^©�ª4«4¬ ¦�Z® ¤-¯  ¢�£^�-°²±,³  ¢�£^�Z£�´	°²±,µ  �Z¶	¤�°=±,µ  �Z¶�¤6¶�´-°6·	°�¥
In our problem, we will use � 
��� in (3) with |�� #65 � . For example,
with ���8� , we have� 
���)�dj # (=�Z( #�5�¸ kH( for ������( # (;�Z>
With ����¹ , we have� 
���)�dj # ( ¸ (	¹�( #�5�º kL( for �V����( # (C�Z([¹�>

2. ORTHOGONAL SOLUTIONS

In this section, we look for pairs of orthonormal wavelets where the
lowpass scaling filters have the form� � 
�����8»A
�A��K � 
���;(?7��
�����8»A
�A��K � 
 �'+P���;(
where the filter � 
��� will be chosen to achieve the (approximate)
half-sample delay. The first step of the design procedure will be to
determine the appropriate filter � 
�A� so as to achieve the desired re-
lationship between � � 
��� and � � 
��� . In terms of the transfer func-
tions, we have 2 � 
 34�)�8¼�
 34� � 
 37�Sm��
 34�)�8¼�
 34��3 :=~ � 
 #65 34�;>2 � 
 34� and S � 
 34� have the common divisor ¼�
 34� which will be
determined later. We can writeSm��
 34�)� 2 ��
 34� 3 :=~ � 
 #�5 37�� 
 34�
where we can recognize that the transfer function} 
 34�HG � 3 :=~]� 
 #65 34�� 
 34�
is an all-pass system, r } 
f�g�@r�� # > Thereforer Sm�7
f�L�@r��*r 2 �7
f�g�@r½(¾r SJ��
f�L�@r��*r 2 �6
f�g�@r
and r h N 
f�g�@r��*r h F 
f�g�@r½>



If the all-pass¿ system

} 
 34� is an approximate half-sample delay,
} 
f�g����n :ZoC�	À[Á around ���d�

or equivalently,

} 
 37�'�Â3 : � À[Á around 3�� # , then the sought
approximation is achieved,Sm�7
f�g��� 2 ��
f�g�²n :4o p q around ������>
This is achieved by taking using the all-pass filter � 
��� in (3) with|V� #�5 � . (The point 3�� # is chosen for the point of approxima-
tion for the lowpass filter because that is the center of the passband.)

To obtain wavelet bases with
�

zero moments, we let¼�
 34�)�8Ã�
 34��
 # �Ä3 : � �DÅ�>
Then 2 � 
 34�)��Ã�
 37�=
 # ��3 : � � Å � 
 34�;( (4)S � 
 34�)��Ã�
 37�=
 # ��3 : � �DÅ�3 :�~ � 
 #�5 34�;> (5)

We now have the following design problem. Given � 
 34� and
�

,
find Ã�
 37� of minimal degree such that �-�7
��� and ?���
��� satisfy the
CQF conditions (1). Note that with (4, 5) �-�7
��� and ?��7
�A� have
the same autocorrelation function:R 
 34�HG � R F 
 34�)� R N 
 34���Ã�
 37��Ã�
 #�5 34�²
 3M���M��3 : � � Å � 
 34� � 
 #�5 37�;>
Similar to the way Daubechies wavelet filters are obtained, we can
obtain Ã�
 37� using a spectral factorization approach as in [21]. The
procedure consists of two steps.

1. Find Æ�
��� of minimal length such that

(a) Æ�
�����_Æ�
,+M���
(b) ÇO
 37�=
 30���L��3 : � � Å � 
 34� � 
 #65 34� is halfband.

Note that Æ�
��� of minimal length will be supported on the
range 
 # + � +��Q�H���'�d
 � �Ä�'+ # � .

2. Set Ã�
 34� to be a spectral factor of ÇO
 34� ,ÇO
 37����Ã�
 34�ZÃ�
 #�5 37�;> (6)

To carry out the first step, we need only solve a system of linear
equations. DefiningÈ 
 34�HG �9
 30���L��3 : � � Å � 
 34� � 
 #65 34�
we can write the halfband condition as��
���)�9É Ê��6ËZ
/ÌgKQÆ���
�A�� �7I Ì7
/�^�{+'����Æ�
 �	�;>
When written in matrix form, this calls for a square matrix of di-
mension ��
 � �m�Q�;+ # which has the form of a convolution (Toeplitz)
matrix with every second row deleted.

The second step assumes ÇO
 37� permits spectral factorization,
which we have found to be true in all our examples. With Ã�
 37�
obtained in this way, the filters

2 ��
 34� and Sm�7
 34� defined in (4, 5)
satisfy the CQF conditions and have the desired half-sample delay.
Note that Ã�
 34� is not unique.

Table 1. Matlab program.Í@Î6Ï�Ð;Ñ7Ò;Ó;Ï*ÔfÕ=Ö×6ØPÙVÕ6Ú�Û@Ü@Ñ�ÝßÞ�Öà7áâ�ã Ò;Û;ä^Ü@å6Ñ'Ñ6å�æ�Ï�ç;Í^Ó�å[è�é^æ�ÒCå�Ó�ÍPÓ�å6Ñ@Õ�Ó�×^Ó;Ï^æ�ÛêÚ^æ@ë�Ü�Û@Ü@ÑPä^æ^ç�Ü^çâ Õ=Ö�×Pì'ç6Ð�æ�Û�ÒDÏ�×PÍ7Ò;Û�Ñ�Ü@å�ç'Ó�ÍPÛ@Ü�Ï�×6Ñ@Õ�í�îZÝßÞ6ï6à7áâ Þ'ìvÏ6Î;è�ä^Ü@å�Ó�Íêð�Ü@å^Ó�ç�æ@ÑPð6Ù^ì�ñâ à'ì{ò�Ü@×6å�Ü6Ü�Ó�ÍêÍ6å�æ^Ð;Ñ7Ò;Ó;Ï^æ�ÛPò�Ü�Û@æ@óÏPÙPô�õbà^ì�ñZöÑêÙ�ñ;÷@í-öòêÙ�Ð[Î;è�é�å^Ó�ò�Ý�ÔøñZÖêÝßà^ì;Ï4á�ù îZÝßà^ì;Ï�ì�Ñ7á�ù ÷ZÝ/Ï�ï7ñ6á�ù ÷�Ý/Ï�ï7ñ[ï6Ñ7á;Ø7áZöç^ñúÙ�ä4ÒDÏ�ÓDè=Ýøí�î�Þ�Ö ô�õí�î�Þ7áZöç�í�Ù�Ð@Ó;Ï�ë�Ýßò�Öò�ÝøÜ�Ï�ò=õ ì�ñ�õøñ6á6áZöç{Ù�Ð@Ó;Ï�ë�ÝDç^ñZÖßç�í�áZöûPÙêÞ6ï6à�öü Ù�Ð@Ó;Ï�ë[è�Ñ6ý�ÝDç�þ6Ö í�î;û�ì�ñ6áZöü Ù ü Ýøí�õí�õÜ�Ï�ò�Ö�õøáZöäPÙêð�Ü@å^Ó�ç4Ýøí�î;û�ì�ñZÖ,ñ6áZöä	Ý/û4ávÙ�ñZöåêÙ�Ý ü�ÿ ä4áZþ6ö� Ù�ç;Í�æ^Ð;Ñ�Ýßå7áZöÍêÙ�Ð@Ó;Ï�ë�Ý � Öbä4ÒDÏ�ÓDè=ÝßÞ�Ö ô�õbÞ7á6áZöÕPÙ�Ð@Ó;Ï�ë�ÝßÍ�Öò7áZö×êÙ�Ð@Ó;Ï�ë�ÝßÍ�Öò�ÝøÜ�Ï�ò=õ ì�ñ�õøñ6á6áZö
This design procedure yields filters �-�7
��� and ?���
��� of (min-

imal) length ��
 �'� � � . A Matlab program to implement this de-
sign procedure is given Table 1. The commands ��� �Z¬@© and ����� §^´
for computing binomial coefficients and performing spectral fac-
torization are not currently standard Matlab commands. They are
available from the author.

Example 1A: With
� ��\ and ���8� the filters � � 
��� and ? � 
�A�

are of length 12. Figure 1 illustrates the solution obtained from a
mid-phase spectral factorization. The plot of the function r h F 
f�L�D�wgh N 
f�g�@r shows that it approximates zero for � s � as expected
if

e F and
e N make a Hilbert transform pair. The coefficients are

given in Table 2.

Example 1B: We set
� � \ and �*� � again, but this time we

take a minimum-phase spectral factor rather than a mid-phase one.
The wavelets obtained in this case are illustrated in Figure 2. The
function r h F 
f�L�Z��w�h N 
f�g�@r is exactly the same as in Example 1A
— using a different spectral factor in (6) does not change it. We
will see below that the mid-phase and minimum-phase solutions
can lead to different results when they are used to implement 2D
directional wavelet transforms.

Example 2: With
� ��¹ and ����¹ the filters � � 
��� and ? � 
��� are

again of length 12. Figure 3 illustrates a solution using a mid-phase
spectral factor. It can be seen that r h F 
f�g�²�'wHh N 
f�g�@r is closer to
zero for negative frequencies. This is to be expected, as we have re-
duced the number of zero moments and at the same time increased
the degree of approximation for the half-sample delay. The coeffi-
cients are given in Table 2.

2.1. Directional 2D Wavelets

One of the important applications of a Hilbert pair of wavelet bases
is the implementation of directional two-dimensional (overcomplete)
wavelet transforms, as illustrated in [7]. The directional wavelets
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Fig. 1. Example 1A: Approximate Hilbert transform pair of or-
thonormal wavelet bases, with 	U� # � ,

� ��\ , �z�*� and mid-
phase spectral factorization.
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Fig. 2. Example 1B: Approximate Hilbert transform pair of or-
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Fig. 3. Example 2: Approximate Hilbert transform pair of or-
thonormal wavelet bases, with 	 � # � ,

� � ¹ , � �Â¹ , and
mid-phase spectral factorization.

Table 2. Coefficients for Example 1A and Example 2.

Example 1A: 
���������������������� ��� ���  �!� �"�#%$�& $'$ )(+*','-'- $ ��'. $ � #%$�& $'$'$ -',/( $ .'. $ �','��$�& $ �-'-','*'*/(+-+�/*'� $ * #%$�& $'$'$ �*+��(+,'-', $ ,'�',$�& $ -'. $'0'$ (1�/-+� 0 ('('( $�& $ -'�', 0 2�/*',/(+,'-'��#%$�& $ -+��(+�'�� 0'$ -', $ .'- $�& $ �-+�'� 0'0'$ �. $ ����$�& $ ���,'�', $ .��,����' #%$�& $ ,'*+�/.'./(+�','�',', 0 .$�& ,'. $ -','*'-'.'*'. 0 -'.', $�& �/(1�/.+�/- $ (+.'. $ -'* $$�& ('(1�/,'*'.��./( $ � $ �+� $�& ('( 0 ,'.'.'�'�+���,� $ ,$�& �'�/(+,'� $ (+,���'*'��' $�& ,+� $'0 (+-/(+* 0 � $ (+. 0#%$�& �. $ � $'0 �'. 0 ��'.+�/� #%$�& $ � $ -��, $'$ (+*'.'.+�/�#%$�& $ .��. 0 �/�',��� $ *','- #%$�& �-'-'� $ �-/( 0 -'.�'2�$�& $ )( $'0'0 � $ *'-'*'* 0'$ #%$�& $'$ , 0 ����� 0 ,/( $ �-$�& $'$ �'�'*','�'� 0 �'*/(+*/( $�& $ '2�/�'.�2�/.+�/- 0 -'-
Example 2: 
3�4����5����-��6����-� � � ���  � � �"�#%$�& $ �,','*'�'.'�+�'��(1�'�'� #%$�& $'$ �'�'�'. $ * 0 �� $ .'-#%$�& $ � 0 �/-'�'�+�/*'-+� $ ,'. #%$�& $ �/�'./( 0 )('(!�-'- $'0$�& ���./(+,+��'�.', $ . $ * $�& $ �+�/*'� 0 �, 0 . 0'$'$ -$�& (1�/,'*', $'$ *+�/�'*'�+� $ $�& � 0 *'�/(+*'�+�� $ (1�/*'-$�& .��-'-'-/(!'�.'� 0 ,/(+- $�& ( 0'0 (+�'.',��, 0 - 0 ('(#%$�& $ �,', $ .'- 0 ( $'$ ,','. $�& �'*'./(+*'.'-'.�2� 0 .'* $#%$�& ��/( $ , $ �/�',���'. $ ( #%$�& �,'.+�/�/(+,+��(!�, 0 '$�& $ -'�'-'. 0 . 0'$'0 (+� $  #%$�& $ -'-��* 0 * 0 .'-/(! 0 ($�& $  0 ( $ '2���- 0 '�, $�& $ �/-+�/�/(+.+�/��)(+-'.',#%$�& $'$ .� 0'$'0 �� $ *'�', $ #%$�& $'$ �'� $ �/. 0 2� $ ,'- 0#%$�& $'$'$'$ ,'�',+�/-+� $ , 0'$ #%$�& $'$ �'�'�'� 0'$'$ �+��(!�.$�& $'$'$'$ �.','.'-'-'. $ ('( $�& $'$'$ '�, 0 �/-','�','-/(



MID−PHASE CASE (EXAMPLE 1A)

MINIMUM−PHASE CASE (EXAMPLE 1B)

Fig. 4. The 2D wavelets generated by a Hilbert transform pair of
1D wavelets, using a mid-phase spectral factor (Example 1A) and
a minimum-phase spectral factor (Example 1B), respectively.

are obtained by first defining a 2D separable wavelet basis viae F�7 � 
�A(�8��)� ` F 
�=� e F 
98��e F�7 Á 
�A(�8��)� e F 
�=� ` F 
98��e F�7 : 
�A(�8��)� e F 
�=� e F 
98��;>
Also define

e N 7 B similarly. Then the 6 wavelets defined bye B[
��(�8��)� e F�7 B 
�A(�8	�=� e N 7 BC
��(58�� (7)e B � : 
��(�8��)� e F�7 BD
�A(�8	�A+ e N 7 B 
��(58�� (8)

for # �4;Q�z¹ are directional, as illustrated in Figure 4. A wavelet
transform based on these 6 wavelets can be implemented by taking
the sum and difference of two separable 2D DWTs. The resulting
directional wavelet transform is 2-times redundant. The inverse re-
quires taking the sum and difference, dividing by 2, and the sep-
arable inverse DWTs. The 4-times redundant DWT presented by
Kingsbury is both directional and complex [8].

We note that the type of spectral factorization performed in the
design procedure described above influences the quality of the di-
rectionality of the 2D wavelets. For example, the wavelets of ex-
ample 1A, which were constructed with a mid-phase spectral fac-
tor, lead to the 6 2D wavelets shown in the top panel of Figure 4.
On the other hand, the wavelets of example 1B, which were con-
structed with a minimum-phase spectral factor, lead to the 6 2D
wavelets shown in the lower panel of Figure 4. In this case, the di-
rectionality is not aligned as well as in the first case. Instead, some
curvature is present. The figure shows that the mid-phase spectral
factor can be preferable to the minimum-phase one for the imple-
mentation of directional wavelet transforms.

Evidently, better directional selectivity is obtained when the
two wavelets have approximate (or exact) linear phase, in addition
to forming a Hilbert transform pair. The procedure described above
imposes a condition on the phase of of h F 
f�g� 5 h N 
f�g� , but it does
not impose any condition of the phases of h F 
f�g� and h N 
f�g� indi-
vidually. To ensure a high directional selectivity, one could impose
directly that

2 � 
f�g� and S � 
f�g� have approximately linear phase
rather than relying on the near linear-phase of a mid-phase spectral
factor. For example, consider the system described in [9]. In [9],
the filters � � 
��� and ? � 
��� are related through a reversal,?7��
�A�����-��
<	 + # +'���;(
or equivalently, Sm�7
f�g�)��n :Zo[�"=?>L: ��@ 2 ��
f�g�;>
Combining with (2), we get the condition2 � 
f�g�)� 2 � 
f�g�Zn :4o[�"=A=?>L: ��@ : Bq @
or 2 � 
f�g�2 ��
f�g� ��n :Zo[�"=A=C>M: ��@ : Bq @ >
Therefore 2 � 
f�g�)�"r 2 � 
f�L�@røn4:4o[�"= DFEGBq : BH @ > (9)

In this case
2 � 
f�g� has linear phase, and the delay is offset by one

quarter of a sample from the center of symmetry of a length 	 fil-
ter �	�7
�A� . As a CQF filter can not have exact linear phase, the fil-
ters given in [9] approximately satisfy the condition (9). The de-
sign of orthonormal wavelets with approximate linear phase with
non-integer delay has also been described in [12, 18, 24]. An alter-
native, simple, way to obtain a Hilbert transform pair of (biorthog-
onal) wavelets with approximate linear phase is to modify the spec-
tral factorization approach, as described in the next section.

3. BIORTHOGONAL SOLUTIONS

The alignment of the directional 2D wavelets derived from a pair
of 1D wavelets appears to depend on the wavelets having approxi-
mately linear phase, in addition to forming an approximate Hilbert
transform pair. If biorthogonal wavelets are acceptable, then the
procedure given in Section 2 can be modified to yield wavelet bases
for which both h F 
f�g� and h N 
f�g� have approximately linear phase.
They can then be used to generate 2D wavelet bases with improved
directional selectivity. To generate wavelets with approximate lin-
ear phase, we can employ the approach of [4] for the design of sym-
metric biorthogonal wavelets, in which the spectral factorization
of a halfband filter is replaced by its factorization into two linear-
phase, but different, filters. In the biorthogonal case, we denote the
dual scaling functions and wavelets by I

` F 
baC� , Ie F 
baD� , I` N 
baD� , andIe N 
baC� . As we have a pair of biorthogonal wavelet bases, we have
8 filters including the dual filters, corresponding to the filter banks
illustrated in Figure 5.

The dual scaling function I
` F 
baD� and wavelet Ie F 
baC� are given

by the equations,

I
` F 
baC��� c � � � I� � 
��� I` F 
/��a�+'���
Ie F 
baC��� c � � � I� � 
��� I` F 
/��a�+'���;>
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Fig. 5. Filter bank structures for the biorthogonal case.

The dual scaling function I
` N and wavelet Ie N are similarly defined.

The goal will be to design the filters so that both the primary
(synthesis) and dual (analysis) wavelets form approximate Hilbert
transform pairs,e N 
baC�)�_uvj e F 
baC�Ck and Ie N 
baC���_uvj Ie F 
baD�Ck4>
If we define the product filters asE=F 
���gG � I�-�7
����KL�	�7
�A�E N 
���gG � I? � 
�A��K�? � 
���;(
then the biorthogonality conditions can be written asE F 
/�^�����PO^�)����
��� (10)E-N 
/�^����� O �)����
���;> (11)

That is to say, E=F , E-N must both be halfband. With out loss of gen-
erality, we can assume that �PO is an odd integer. In that case, the
high pass filters are given by the following expressions [4, 23].� � 
���gG �*
,+ # � � I� � 
���

I� � 
���gG �9+�
,+ # � � � � 
�A�?��6
���gG �*
,+ # � � I?���
���
I?��6
���gG �9+�
,+ # � � ?���
���

We will look for solutions of the form�-��
�A���8»A
���AK � 
���
I� � 
�A��� I»A
���AK � 
 �'+'���? � 
�A���8»A
���AK � 
 �'+'���
I?7��
�A��� I»A
���AK � 
���;>

The problem is to find »A
��� and I»A
��� such that (i) the biorthogonal-
ity conditions (10,11) are satisfied, (ii) such that the wavelets have�

zero moments ( I� zero moments for the dual wavelets), and (iii)
such that the wavelets form an approximate Hilbert transform pair.

To obtain the half sample delay, needed to ensure the approxi-
mate Hilbert property, we choose � 
��� to come from the flat delay
all-pass filter as before,} 
 34�)� 3 :=~ � 
 #65 34�� 
 37� ��3 : � À[Á around 3�� # >

To ensure the zero moments properties, we take ¼�
 34� and I¼O
 37� to
be of the form, ¼�
 34�)��Ã�
 34��
 # ��3 : � � Å

I¼�
 34�)�QIÃ�
 34�=
 # ��3 : � �SRÅ
where

� � I� is odd.
�

denotes the number of zero moments of the
primary (synthesis) wavelets, and I� denotes the number of zero
moments of the dual (analysis) wavelets. The product filters E�F andE N are then given byR 
 34�HG � R F 
 37��� R N 
 34� (12)��Ã�
 37� IÃ�
 34��
 # ��3 : � � Å � RÅ � 
 34� � 
 #65 34�	3 :=~ > (13)

To obtain the required halfband property, we find a symmetric odd-
length sequence Æ�
��� so thatÇO
 34��
 # ��3 : � �DÅ � RÅ � 
 37� � 
 #�5 34��3 :=~
is halfband. The symmetric sequence Æ�
�A� can be obtained by solv-
ing a linear system of equations as in Section 2. We can then obtainÃ�
 34� and IÃ�
 34� by factoring ÇO
 34� ,ÇO
 37����Ã�
 34� IÃ�
 34�;( (14)

where both T�
��� and IT�
��� are symmetric. As T�
��� and IT�
�A� are
symmetric, so are »A
��� and I»A
��� . It follows that � � 
�A� and ? � 
�A�
are related by a reversal,? � 
������� � 
<	 + # +'���;( (15)

and similarly,

I?7��
�A��� I�-��
<	 + # +'���;> (16)

Therefore, �-� , I�-� , ?�� and I?�� have approximately linear phase (be-
cause � 
��� does) in addition to satisfying the condition (2) approxi-
mately. Note that the symmetric factorization (14) is not unique —
many solutions are available. Also note that the sequences »A
���
and I»A
�A� do not need to have the same length.

Example 3: With
� � I� ��\ and ���d� we can take the synthe-

sis filters �-�7
��� and ?���
��� to be of length 	 � # ¹ . The analysis
filters I� � 
�A� and I? � 
��� will then be of length 11. Figure 6 illus-
trates this solution obtained from a symmetric factorization. The
plots of r h F 
f�g�^�Jw�h N 
f�L�@r and likewise r5Ih F 
f�g���xwUIh N 
f�g�@r show
that they approximate zero for ��sz� as expected. The coefficients�-�7
��� and I�-�7
��� are given in Table 3. The coefficients ?���
��� andI?��7
�A� are given by their reversed versions as in (15) and (16). Fig-
ure 7 illustrates the analysis and synthesis directional 2D wavelets
derived from the one dimensional wavelets using (7,8).

4. IIR SOLUTIONS

The spectral factorization approach can also be used to construct
orthogonal wavelet bases based on recursive IIR digital filters, where2 � 
 34� is a rational function of 3 . Wavelets based on rational scal-
ing filters have been discussed, for example, in [6, 16, 20, 14]. IIR
filters often require lower computational complexity than FIR fil-
ters. Analogous to the approach given in [6], but with the flat delay
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Fig. 6. Example 3: Approximate Hilbert transform pair of
biorthogonal wavelet bases, with 	 � # ¹ ,

� � I� ��\ , ���d� .

ANALYSIS WAVELETS (EXAMPLE 3)

SYNTHESIS WAVELETS (EXAMPLE 3)

Fig. 7. The 2D wavelets generated by a Hilbert transform pair of
biorthogonal 1D wavelets (Example 3).

Table 3. Coefficients for Example 3.

Example 3: 
��V�-�� K�W���W�������X���K� ��� ��� � �!� �"�$Y#%$�& $'$'$ - $ �/,'-'.+�/*'-'-�$�& $ �-'- 0 ( $ �'� $ *',+�� #%$�& $'$'$ �,+�/-'�/(+*'� 0'$ -#%$�& $'$ ./(+* 0 ��'.','.', 0 � $�& $ �/('(+./(+-'-'-'-/(+*+�/*#%$�& �,/(+.'� $ �'./(+*'-�2�'� $�& $ ''2�/-'*'-'*'*'*'-'- $#%$�& $ �/* 0 2�'�/*'* $'$'$ �'* #%$�& $ ��(!�,/(+*'- $ -'*+� $ �$�& .+� 0'0 ,'- 0 �+�'�/, 0 -'� $�& �'-/(+- $ *+�/.',��*'*+�/�$�& 0 -'-/(+.'* 0 � 0 (+,'.'./( $�& .','*+� $ * 0 -/(+, 0'0 (+.$�& �/(! $'0 �/( $ .+��( 0 �'. $�& ��(+.'�', $ , $ *'. $ *��*#%$�&  0  $ -', 0 ( 0 �'�/(+- 0 $�& $ - 0 ��'2� 0 (!�.'-+�/*#%$�& $ (+�'- 0 . $ -+�/*'�'- $ * #%$�& $ �'*'*',��,'�'-'*',��, 0$�& $ � $'$ ('(1�'�/,'�'�'-+�/* $�& $ - $ , $ � $ .'�'-'�'*/(1�$�& $'$ �'./( 0 � $ *'*�)( $ * $�& $ '2� $'0 *'� $ �*/(+�'*$Y#%$�& $'$ �,'�'�'.'*'�+���.',',



filter included,Z Hilbert transform pairs of IIR wavelets can be ob-
tained with the following form,2 � 
 37��� 
 # �Ä3 : � � Å � 
 34�[ 
 3 Á �2 �6
 37��� 
 # +�3 : � � Å � 
,+ #65 34��3 :=~[ 
 3 Á �Sm�7
 37��� 
 # �Ä3 : � � Å � 
 #65 34�	3 :=~[ 
 3 Á �S � 
 37��� 
 # +�3 : � � Å � 
,+034�[ 
 3 Á � >
The product filter is given by,R 
 37�gG � 2 ��
 37� 2 ��
 #65 34���8Sm�7
 34��Sm�7
 #�5 37�� 
 30���L��3 : � � Å � 
 34� � 
 #65 34�[ 
 3 Á � [ 
 #�5 3 Á � >
Defining \ 
 34�HG �"
 30���L��3 : � � Å � 
 34� � 
 #65 34�;(
the orthogonality condition

R 
 34��� R 
,+034���8� can be written as\ 
 34�=� \ 
,+034�� � [ 
 34Á@� [ 
 #�5 34Á6�;> (17)

[ 
 34� can be found by spectral factorization — note that the left
hand side of (17) is a function of 3 Á . A stable filter is obtained using
minimum-phase spectral factor in (17).

Example 4: With 2 zero moments (
� �8� ) and ���8� , we obtain

the following stable causal transfer functions2 ��
 34�)� # ��\�3 : � � ¸ > ��3 :=Á �z�4> \H3 : : ���Z> �)3 :�]^ > ^ \�_ ¸ �z�4> ¹ ºZ# \g3 :�Á ����> ��¹�� # 3 :"]S � 
 34�)� ��> �M�z�4> \H3 : � � ¸ > �)3 :�Á ��\�3 : : �Ä3 :"]^ > ^ \�_ ¸ �Ä�Z> ¹ º4# \L3 :=Á ���Z> ��¹�� # 3 :�] >
Figure 8 illustrates the two wavelets

e F 
baD� , e N 
baC� and the magni-
tude of h F 
f�L�²�êwgh N 
f�g� .

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presents simple procedures for the design of pairs of
wavelet bases where the two wavelets form a Hilbert transform pair.
The approach proposed here is analogous to the Daubechies con-
struction of compactly supported wavelets with zero moments, but
where the approximate Hilbert transform relation is added by way
of incorporating a flat delay filter.

The approach is based on a characterization of Hilbert trans-
form pairs of wavelets bases given in [17]. The formulation of the
problem, using a flat delay all-pass filter, makes it possible to em-
ploy the spectral factorization design method as introduced in [21]
for the design of CQF filters. Note that even though an all-pass fil-
ter arises in the problem formulation the filters we obtain are FIR
(IIR solutions are also available, as described in Section 4).

Given an all-pass filter, the proposed design method produces
short filters with a specified number of zero wavelet moments. Al-
though a flat delay filter was used here, any other all-pass filter that
approximates a delay of a half sample could be used instead. The
degree of the all-pass filter controls the degree to which the half-
sample offset property is satisfied. A Matlab program for the pro-
cedure is given, and examples are also given to illustrate the results.
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Fig. 8. Example 4: Approximate Hilbert transform pair of or-
thonormal IIR wavelet bases, with

� �8� , ���8� .
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